Sweet Words about

our 2010 Moscato Allegro

2010

“The 2010 Moscato Allegro is a fat sip of orange soda,
honey and vanilla cream ﬂavors; yet somehow the
winemaker crafted all this into a lighter bodied wine.
Not cloying, not sticky sweet.”
– Linda Kissam, The Wine Chixs Blog
“The 2010 Moscato Allegro is a Muscat Canelli based wine
with a slight hint of golden straw color and incredibly
ﬂoral and fruity aromas. Right out of the bottle you can
tell that this wine is bright and cheery and will oﬀer you
a warm weather summer sipper that will please any
white wine lover's palate.”
– Jeﬀ Lawson, Midwest Wine Guy
“For a complex Moscato, try Martin Weyrich 2010 Allegro
Moscato with ﬂoral, citrus and peach aroma, a rich
texture and peach and apricot ﬂavors combining with
nice, balancing acids. Very sweet and detectible…”
– David Falcheck, Scranton Times-Tribune
“The Moscato Allegro is one of those fragrant, easydrinking, slightly sweet bottles of wine that you can
ﬁnish before you get started. Priced at a pocket-friendly
$12, it’s a wine that won’t break the bank.”
–Dezel Quillen, My Vine Spot Blog
“…I’m a sucker for dessert wines and I was recently
intrigued by a Moscato from Martin-Weyrich out of Paso
Robles, California. Made from Muscat Canelli, this
baking-spice delight also oﬀers tropical fruit aromas and
brings orange blossom, ripe apricot and pear to the
tongue.”
– Ben Weinberg, Unﬁltered Unﬁned
“What distinguishes the Moscato Allegro is the acidity and
low alcohol. Cold slower fermentation helps add nice
aromatics…In the mouth it is lush, and just slightly
eﬀervescent. The acidity combines with the relatively high
residual sugar for a well done combination that never
comes across as sugary or cloying. Whether it was luck or
design, the result is solid nonetheless... 88 Points.”
– William Allen, Simple Hedonisms
“Overall, the friendly enjoyable experience rates three out
of ﬁve stars. It receives a best value rating given its
bargain price.”
– Ray Jordan, Spirit of Wine

